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Mobile point-of-sale (MPOS) payments for in-store purchases have been a mainstream disappointment. High-profile 
partnerships have heightened anticipation, yet with scant adoption there’s still no telling what it will take for consumers’ 
phones to finally replace cards and cash for everyday purchases. With no clear path to widespread success, industry leaders 
must return to customer-centric principles for prioritizing needs and customer experience design.

For industry leaders, the elusive prize of being the one who gets it right – who finally enables consumers to use their mobile 
device to make in-store purchases — has executives so eager they’ve abandoned their core beliefs about product design. In 
many ways, they’re reminiscent of an Olympic sprinter who leaves the starting blocks too soon and suffers a costly 
disqualification. In the rush to not be last, industry leaders are suffering setbacks with confusing POS terminals (for which the 
only evidence of user testing is a clerk’s handwritten scrawl on a sticky note) and tech-focused product announcements that 
completely miss what consumers care about most. 

This report explores a better way. But first, let’s take a step back and see where we are now.

The Landscape

For many consumers, financial services innovation doesn’t spell convenience — instead, they perceive it as giving them less 
control and security. Previous generations used cash, one or two credit cards, a mortgage, insurance (which they purchased 
through a local professional), and for retirement, a simple company pension, as well as savings bonds or a deposit account. 
Banking is far more complex now, yet consumers haven’t changed their preference for a single financial provider – with the 
advantage going to regulated institutions with local physical access. 

Paying for goods has become no less convoluted. Companies vie for precious space in app stores, physical merchant 
checkout stands, and consumers’ minds. The issue is not that we’ve moved from the simplicity of cash, checks and credit 
cards to debit cards, prepaid systems, or myriad loyalty programs — we’re also asking consumers to keep an eye out for 
skimming devices, choose signature or PIN, and understand new transaction methods (for example, tap) often during the wait 
for the transaction to complete. Most consumers now carry more cards while still using paper payment methods, and others 
are still trying to figure out what practical value Bitcoin could ever bring. Online, merchants who store consumer data 
represent increased risk of fraud and the need for more passwords. Meanwhile, the latest payment innovations have only 
sowed confusion and slow speeds at physical point-of-sale.
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“ The elusive prize of being the one who finally enables consumers to 
use their mobile device to make in-store purchases has executives 
so eager they’ve abandoned their core beliefs about product 
design…reminiscent of an Olympic sprinter who leaves the starting 
blocks too soon…”



Design is hot with industry leaders right now because it promises increased clarity and confidence for customers. Yet 
beyond buzzwords, we can’t say we’re following design principles if we force consumers to wait longer to use a new 
payment method or suffer through increasingly confusing options. If we’re truly committed to what we call good design, we 
must also be committed to the fundamental principles that allow good design to become a reality. That means taking a 
step back and evaluating what consumers really want and need, rather than diving in headlong.

Priorities, Priorities

Launching a winning MPOS solution requires one vital thing: looking at consumer needs as a hierarchy of building blocks 
that guide the prioritization of features, design efforts and communication. This might sound obvious, but evidence 
suggests the industry has lost its way in this respect. Fundamental consumer needs must represent design tests that guide 
banks, merchants, networks and other tech or service-sector firms on their journey to bring new successful mobile 
payments offerings to consumers.
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“ Fundamental consumer needs must represent design tests that 
guide banks, merchants, networks and other tech or service-sector 
firms on their journey to bring new successful mobile payments 
offerings to consumers.”

Figure 1.1 Hierarchy of consumer needs relevant to MPOS
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• Security. It matters to everyone, and it’s a big one, so don’t be misled by myopic surveys suggesting that consumers 
say they care about security but act as if they don’t. If people act as if they don’t care, it’s because they don’t 
understand the proposed solution or its value, not because they don’t care about the problem.

The TSYS People-Centered Payments U.S. Consumer Payment Choice Study asked “what features could make any 
payment program more valuable?” Beyond the expected top-ranked responses related to unsustainable financial 
incentives, many respondents chose responses connected to security. Among them: 45% chose cards that contain a 
computer chip which allows it to be used in terminals worldwide, as well as to reduce counterfeit card fraud risk. 40% 
chose the ability to make transactions using a special ‘one-time use’ card number that protects the card from hacker 
exposure. Over 40% said they’d want alerts sent to their computer or mobile phone each time a purchase was made 
with their card.

How do you address security and control? Focus on proactive communication, features and design that empower 
consumers to comprehend and act in simple and effective ways to improve their financial security everywhere. 

Wherever possible, tailor the design and communication around select targets — those with more spending power 
place greater (and different) value on security. The fundamental capabilities are so strong: multi-factor authentication, 
tokenization that prevents both merchants and fraudsters from having access to PII after the transaction, customer-
defined alerts and controls and the ability to remotely locate or shut off the payment device or account — even 
elimination of sensitive paper records. 

• Lowest Cost belongs in any product design discussion, but if you can’t deliver, don’t bring it up. Loyalty programs are 
not a benefit unto themselves, and unless your mobile offering makes a substantial and genuine difference in potential 
cost savings for the consumer, leave it off the table. 

• Best Access can be improved for consumers as merchant acceptance unfolds, so be ready to talk about it when 
benefit is real. Examples can range from incorporation of mass transit accounts to foreign travel (incorporating the 
phone as the provisioning or security method).  

• Most Convenient: If the design truly makes transactions simpler or faster, promote it. Research sources ranging from 
the Federal Reserve to Gallup show that the average credit card user has nearly four such cards, and the other types of 
payment or loyalty cards, cash and perhaps even checks just makes for a clunky, bulky and paper or plastic-centric 
mess. Be ready to go all-out with communication once widespread acceptance eliminates the need for purses or 
wallets.  Incorporate messages of novelty, the cool factor, and active lifestyles. 

This last point is key — when a consumer can connect their payment method with their long-term financial or other life 
goals, MPOS will have fulfilled its ability to offer the most security, more control, and the ability to make smarter choices. 
And with those things in place, good design can now begin.
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Design, and Why it Matters

The customer experience will be key to driving consumer adoption of new MPOS payment solutions. After all, cash and 
cards are stiff competition – they’re accepted everywhere, they’re convenient, and they provide a familiar and trusted 
customer experience. Let’s not forget how much money and effort American Express, Discover, MasterCard, PayPal and 
VISA and so many others have spent to convince consumers new methods can replace checks and cash. We can’t expect 
consumers to take a step backwards in terms of access or convenience just because they can now pay with their mobile 
phone or watch — the novelty of the technology on its own will not drive mainstream adoption. 

Contrast the ability to pay with your phone with the first time you used Uber: why did Uber feel so transformational 
compared to traditional options? Uber integrated payments within the transaction in order to improve the entire 
transportation customer experience, and we need to approach mobile payments in the same way when thinking about the 
consumer’s future point-of-sale shopping experience (and not just the final check-out process). Only such a holistic design 
approach will enable mobile payments to succeed (while ensuring it avoids the pitfalls currently experienced in challenged 
chip-card rollouts). While we understand the complexities and fragmentation of the payments ecosystem, the opportunity 
to take mobile payments mainstream is too big and too important not to bring the highest levels of creativity and discipline 
to the table.

How might we increase the appeal of mobile payments via renewed commitment to design? What might a truly compelling 
consumer value proposition look like? While only time will tell for sure, we believe the winning mobile POS payment 
solution will start with the customer experience, use a disciplined design approach, and be grounded in design principles. 

A newly-released in-depth research study released by Futurion and Comrade finds a remarkably high correlation (.72, with 
only 1.0 representing ‘perfect correlation’) for a different consumer mobile payments solution used for depositing checks. 

Figure 1.2 Finding―CX and Consumer Behavior are Closely Correlated
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“ You’ve got to start with the customer experience and work toward 
the technology – not the other way around.” 

– Steve Jobs
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The Design Process

Our design process is just that: a process. It includes business, product management, technology and design stakeholders 
and perspectives, and is built on an actionable understanding of the consumer. Here are the steps:

1. Understand users by using qualitative and quantitative research to define their motivations and barriers to using new 
payment methods. Map the entire current and ideal experience using a customer journey map to understand how to 
increase security, reduce friction, improve the customer experience and offer more value to consumers than current 
methods.

2. Establish design principles that can be used to inform prototyping different possible solutions.

3. Prototype alternatives using the divergent convergent double-diamond model to explore all viable options. Include 
real users in the final stages of testing options through usability, desirability and learnability testing.

4. Test, evaluate and refine possible solutions prior to launch using those same design principles and related test 
metrics like usability, speed, friction, customer delight, and customer service.

5. Take the time to do it right. Avoid letting time-to-market or external pressures force you to abandon your design 
principles and launch a sub-par solution. Saying “no” until the offering is ready to truly transform the customer 
experience is what the payments industry must do in order to drive mainstream consumer adoption. 

Figure 1.3 Design Process
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Design Principles, Meet Consumer Priorities

Based on the Futurion consumer priorities model and Comrade’s client work with banks and fin-techs, we recommend the 
following design principles:

• Most secure – to go mainstream, new mobile payment POS solutions must be, and feel like, the most secure way to 
pay. This message and feeling must be reinforced throughout the entire customer payment journey, from advertising to 
product registration and all aspects of usage.

• Works everywhere – to replace cash and cards, new solutions must provide ubiquitous and predictable access from 
the moment signage appears. (Anecdotally, the author has been able to use Apple Pay at one Starbucks and not be 
able to at another Starbucks on the same day, in the same town.) While this will take time to accomplish, consider 
having consumers tell you when they are unable to pay with their mobile device. AT&T made it easy for cell phone 
users to help them identify gaps in their cell service through a mobile app that they could tap when service dropped or 
was unavailable. It reinforced AT&T’s commitment to making their cellular service work everywhere their customers 
were even if it would take time to deliver.

• Best customer experience – use journey maps to uncover opportunities to speed up transactions, reduce or remove 
friction, delight consumers (and merchants), and make it easy to get help when there’s a problem. When rolling out new 
hardware and software, prioritize learnability and usability for the consumer, and do not expect merchants to explain the 
user interface. As we so often see with today’s chip-card rollouts, when merchants must complicate the consumers’ 
payment process with verbal explanations or handwritten notes on the payment terminal, evidence abounds that a 
customer experience leader should have said “no” far earlier in the process. 

• Enable smarter choices – Once a mobile payment solution meets the above design principles, we believe a key 
opportunity to drive mainstream adoption will come from a provider’s ability to use customers’ transactional data and 
their self-defined goals to help them make smarter choices. For example, the ability to help automate consumers’ 
everyday actions, like sending reminders about product specials when they enter a particular retailer’s store, or 
identifying the appropriate payment method or loyalty program as they make their purchase, or storing the receipt and 
even categorizing the items purchased to stay on track with budgetary goals. On an even higher level, mobile 
computing devices can help consumers with their payment decisions based on life-stage goals from paying off student 
debt to paying for a kid’s college tuition.

“ Saying ‘no’ until the offering is ready to truly transform the customer 
experience is what the payments industry must do in order to drive 
mainstream consumer adoption.”
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Conclusion

Now that you’re on track to build a solution based on consumer needs and 
design principles — a solution that culminates in enabling smarter choices 
for consumers — you’re in the best position to enable smarter choices for 
yourself, as a payment provider. How? All those capabilities that are 
required for MPOS to succeed — identifying the consumer, authenticating 
their identity and mitigating fraud, and giving consumers access to a wider 
variety of services, including loyalty programs and in-store offers — can help 
you realize more profit, beyond payments for the consumer.  You have the 
opportunity to apply that same technology to other offerings — for example, 
if you’re a bank, that authentication and two-way customer communication 
to car loan or insurance applications, or help them choose a payment 
method based on larger financial goals. Once you lay the foundation, the 
opportunities for the MPOS experience we’ve all been waiting for — and the 
profits for you as a payment provider — are limitless.

What now?
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